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I always turn to the sports pages
first, which records people’s
accomplishments. The front
page has nothing but man’s
failures.
-Earl Warren

LOLcats Banned
On Campus
By Kara Bakowski
~ Daily Bull

In what may be considered
the greatest backfiring of
a plan in the past century,
Michigan Tech decided to
block LOLcats websites in the
computer labs.
“We noticed a lot of traffic
to these websites at early
hours of the morning. In an
effort to increase productivity and encourage students
to go to bed sooner, we
have decided to block these
websites from our network,”
an IT staff member said. “If
they don’t look at these cats,
they’ll spend more time doing coursework.”
The block, which went into
effect on Monday night,
has caused a campus-wide
depression. Students report
that they can feel their sanity
leaving them as they spend
longer nights in the lab.
see Wallgreens on back

The Great Space Debates, Pt. 5
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

Few events in human history shall rival the
5th installment of the Great Space Debates, as this marks the first presidential
debate held outside of our own solar
system. Forging into uncharted territory,
our intrepid candidates will be facing being the likes of which mankind could not
even fathom just a few short decades
ago. Folks, this is what the Great Space
Debates were about.
Opening the visor on his intergalactic
campaign-mobile, Obama stared off into
the vast nothingness of space before
him, barely picking out what must be Sol
billions of miles behind him. “Despite
being just a tiny spec on a tiny spec
orbiting a tiny spec, the United States of
America still commands its dominance
across the emptiness. I can feel her
glory, hear her eagle’s cries. Today, as
we step out into interstellar space for
the first time, we should look back and
thank those that made this all possible –
Eisenhower, Kennedy, and despite our
differences, the Soviet Union. True bipartisanship that would continue under
my leadership.”

the Earth, but that’s nothing compared to
what America has done since. We must
take a hard stance against our geopolitical foes. When I am president, I will make
Earth a peaceful planet – with or without
Putin and his cronies.”

Pic o’ the Day!

Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

Rather than bicker over a nation that was
nearly 17 light-hours distant, Obama
again turned to staring out his window
into the blackness. Suddenly, a glint
caught his eye. “Romney, if I may interrupt for just a moment…” Obama
unsuccessfully attempted to stop his
opponent mid-speech.
“…and good take home pay for asteroid
miners. And unlike the President, I don’t
have time to lazily stare out the window.
Not when there are jobs to create. Hey,
what’s that junk doing out there?” Finally
realizing what was up, Mitt turned his
craft towards the piece of garbage floating through the cosmos.

Obama grinned a happy Obama grin.
“Well if it isn’t America’s good old friend,
Voyager I. We salute you!” Voyager I,
previously the furthest manmade ob“Are you crazy?!” stammered Romney. ject from Earth before the candidates
“Russia cannot be thanked for getting us swooped by in their spacecraft, rotated
here. Sure they were the first to orbit slowly as it beamed a few kilobits of
see Rite Aid on back

You know the difference between a weak burger
and a burger with strength?

Squiger? Tirrel? Squiger. Definitely squiger.
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Don’t Settle For Crappy Pizza!
Get A Large Studio Pepperoni
Pizza For As Little As $8 !!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

from Wallgreens on front

The results were dropping grades and “Itz awsum,” one chemical engineering
an increase in the zombie popula- major said in an email. “We can haz
tion - the exact opposite of what the kittez nao!”
university expected to happen.
IT has not been able to be reached
However, the Copper Country Hu- for comment on whether or not the
mane Society has come to the rescue. block will continue.
Upon hearing of the block, they decided to take matters into their own
hands. Starting yesterday, they began
bringing actual cats to the labs for
students to play with when their ADD
gets the better of them.

from Rite Aid on front

data back to its home planet. “Voyager I would not have made it this far without the love and support of the
U.S. government.”
“But how long can we keep supporting this mission? When is it time to pull the plug and begin cutting the deficit?
That time cannot come soon enough for the American people.” Romney turned away from the aged spacecraft,
which shed a tear of ice that had become lodged in its instruments. For travelling to within a hair’s breadth of
interstellar space, being cancelled to solve a problem caused by lousy politicians in Washington was the ultimate
blow to its tiny analog circuits. With fewer than 2 weeks left before Election Day, Obama and Romney have just
one more stop on their Great Space Debates tour – the heart of the Milky Way Galaxy. Be sure to tune in next
week for the exciting conclusion.

Reporter’s Note: due to the vast distances between the candidates and Earth, no transmissions were gathered
last week. We cannot apologize for the inconvenience due to the limitations of deep space communication.

With the introduction of the cats, students are said to have become much
more positive and productive. “They
have began taking pictures of the cats
sitting on things and typing with terrible
spelling. Oddly enough, they have still
been doing well on their exams and
getting to bed earlier” a professor has
reported.
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Lake Superior Performance Rally

Real Cars,
Real Roads,
Real Fast!!!
Round 2 of the

“Bragging Rights of the North”
Rally series

Trophy and Cash Awarded to
top cumulative points scorers
from Ojibwe Forests Rally and
LSPR regional rallies in
AWD, FWD and RWD

Friday & Saturday
October 26-27, 2012
Houghton, MI
Join us for a fall weekend in
the Upper Peninsula’s
beautiful Copper Country for
another exciting round of the

“Oldest, Toughest, Meanest
Rally on the Circuit”!
Volunteers Welcome!!
Get close to the Action!
Meet the Teams!
Free swag & banquet dinner!

Rallying in America wouldn’t exist without the
help of hundreds of volunteers who help make
events run smoothly and safely. Closing down
public roads and orchestrating a competition involving many teams of cars and crews is no easy
task. However, being a volunteer is the ultimate
experience for a rally fan. You’ll be a part of the
rally and meet all the drivers and crews. Best of
all, the volunteers get as close to the action as the
drivers do! Thank you!! (courtesy of Rally America)

————————————————————Pre-register online @ the LSPR website
to get logged into the database,. You
still have to check in with the Control
Chief on rally weekend to get your
worker assignment, swag bag & Tshirt.

Worker on-site Registration

Rally HQ - Country Inn & Suites
919 Razor Back Dr, Houghton
--------------------------------

Thu Oct 25 5–10pm
Fri Oct 26 9-11am

Positions available include Time Control,
Stage Marshal and Spectator Control.
Also specialized positions for Amateur
(HAM) Radio & Medical Services..
Consider volunteering, we appreciate it!!
Be prepared to spend a full day & night in
the woods. Some items to consider:
——————————————————————
Vehicle filled with gas
Food & water (and trash bag)
Warm clothes & sturdy shoes
Foul weather gear & umbrellas
Flashlight, lanterns, maps
Lawn chairs, blankets
First-aid kit, toilet paper
Stage schedule, spectator guide
(a few extra copies of these are nice to
handout to spectators)
Phone #s for stage captain & workers

Awards banquet & dinner:
7pm, Sat Oct 27th — Dee Stadium,
700 Lakeshore Dr, Houghton.

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication is
printed on. We would also like to thank the Student
Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper and toner
costs. And our vuvuzelas.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu

LSPR needs you!! - Volunteer info

Each worker will receive one ticket to the
awards banquet. (Additional tickets can be
purchased for $5 each at registration.)

LSProRally.com  facebook.com/LSProRally  @lsprorally  Rally-America.com

―Oldest, Toughest, Meanest
Rally on the Circuit‖!

LSProRally.com/Workers  facebook.com/LSProRally  @lsprorally

